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The Geneva Motor Show 2002 show provided an excellent opportunity
for car designers and glass processors to exhibit their overall

contribution to the trend of an increase in the transparent area, a trend
closely related to the concepts of all-round visibility and driving safety.

The challenges generated by this trend have to be met in order to
successfully compete on the global market.

G. Manfrè*
MG CONSULT SRL
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The crossover YAK concept car by
Fioravanti designers with its
extraordinary front and back visibility
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ring to the concept that a greater transparent
area means more direct safety visibility, an
increasingly important competitive element on
the world market.
The concept of direct safety in relation to more
transparent areas, including improved interior light-
ing from roof glazing, has now become a trend
for other more conservative carmakers such as
Saab and has even been taken up by the
Japanese firms Subaru, Toyota and Mitsubishi,
in competition with Range Rover.
The creation of special shapes and particular
performance in prototype cars derived from
glass processors such as Isoclima, Starglass and
Socar, who appeared more active in glass inno-
vation than the big glassmakers. In other words,
the evolved technology now appears to be in the
hands of the processors who are directly in con-
tact with designers and their style centre partners.
As a consequence, prototype production seems
more industrially feasible at least for small
series, providing more practical solutions for
creative design projects.
At Geneva, there was no innovation concern-
ing multifunctional glasses except for some par-
ticular performance related to ceramic print-
ing on glazed roofing (Mercedes), switchable
glass (Mitsubishi), water-repellent glass coat-
ing (Trösch Autoglass) and a great increase in
retrofitted coloured PET film (Glasstint)for solar
control in the aftermarket, with the possibil-
ity of coordinating the colour of glazing with
that of the body and trim.
There was considerable attention (Fioravanti)
to the LED flat lighting application also for head-
lamps, which seem more versatile in provi-
ding suitable illumination for different driving
conditions. 

ITALIAN DESIGNERS, 
NEW GLAZING CONCEPTS 
Fioravanti 
The Fioravanti stand presented a new class of
vehicle, the so-called ‘crossover’, which tries
to combine several features taken from different
cars. For this reason, crossover vehicles may
not look very original but they can be quite
homogeneous. Most look like station wagons
but are higher off the ground and have longer
wheel-bases. However, they can also represent
a concentration of new concepts.
The eye-catching crossover vehicle show car

oming after the larger Frankfurt and Tokyo
shows of 2001, Geneva 2002 offered lit-
tle opportunity to showcase real inno-

vations. But, because of the cancellation of the
Turin show, it did constitute a good exhibition
opportunity for the most active Italian designers,
usually known more for their domestic market
activities. This report thus focusses on the Ita-
lian presence in Geneva and also touches on
some new concepts and innovative materials.
Compared to the Frankfurt and Tokyo shows,
where there was an excessive attention to elec-
tronic-assisted vision, Geneva offered more
practical and industrially feasible solutions.
Even in the sports car sphere, conservative
Volkswagen has accepted the trend of full,
transpa-rent glass surfaces, which really was
the driving force behind Frankfurt Motor Show
2001 for other European car manufacturers.
It is now necessary to have multifunctional glass
in order to follow the trend and also offer dri-
ving comfort. This should be the real challenge
for glassmakers and, above all, for glass proces-
sors such as the Italian firms Isoclima,
Starglassand Socar.
In line with the Italian designers’ prototypes,
Geneva 2002 contributed greatly in providing con-
tinuation of the already consolidated concept
of safety and all-round visibility, with a further
increase in the transparent area, mainly by Saab,
which exhibited new models worthy of note.
The same concept, however, has also been
applied by Japanese firms Subaru and Toyota for
their innovative small cars, and for the more
classical and conservative Mitsubishi (the Pajero)
in competition with the Range Rover.
Renault and Citroen also exhibited innovations,
along with Mercedes (special ceramic printing
on a transparent roof) and Volvo.

SHOW SUMMARY
The Geneva Motor Show 2002 can be considered
useful for the main European designers and
practically all the Italian ones, present with their
concept cars.
Prototype models from the main Italian design-
ers – Fioravanti, Lamborghini, Giugiaro (Idea)
and Bertone – featured glazing produced main-
ly by Italian processors: Isoclima (SPS), Bertone
(though its Socar division) and the Italian oper-
ation of Starglass. The main trend shown by
them was an increase in the transparent area, adhe-
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Lamborghini
In the latest Lamborghini model, the
Murcielago, the front and side windows, made
by Isoclima (SPS Division), can be considered
a symbol of power and aggression with quite
sophisticated glazing and an aerodynamic shape
which requires high optical performance due
to the high rake angle of the large windscreen.
The visibility is also increased by the use of a pan-
tograph wiper that contributes to increasing the
swept area and reducing driver blind spots. 
The external wing mirror also allows the driver
to see beyond the quite prominent rear wings. The
colour of glass matches the whole design concept
and the use of special glasses adds to comfort.

Giugiaro (IDEA)
Giugiaro was present at Geneva 2002 with
the Peugeot sports car, where windscreen vi-
sibility is considerably improved by means
of S-shaped lateral curvature of the glazing by
Starglass. This kind of shape can avoid strong
and optically unsuitable lateral bending, and
offers a significant reduction in aerodynamic
penetration while facilitating the roundish
flashing glazing on the front roof.
The new Alfa Romeo Brera by Giugiaro can be
considered one of the most creative Fiat-Alfa

prototypes with the con-
cept of all-round visibil-
ity glazing, obtained by
means of a nearly total-
ly transparent surface, at
least in the front area.
Even the rear window
seems very innovative as
it is not a retro-style clas-
sic but is created with the
style of today thanks to

at Geneva 2002 was the YAK,
on which the designer tries to
combine what has already been
done with an exploration of
new frontiers.
The front windscreen, well
integrated with the side front
window, once again contributes
to all-round visibility, already
present in the Alfa Romeo Vola by Fioravanti,
and already shown at Geneva 2001, where
the most original glazing concept was the rear
window with the ‘bubble’ shape.
Another innovation in the YAK in terms of bet-
ter visibility, are the new generation headlamps.
They are extremely efficient, composed of a
very small and thin layer of 50-lumen LED
lights, fitted with special lenses and controlled
by software to obtain different light beams
depending on speed. On motorways, it may be
necessary to increase the length of the beam; at
low speeds, for city crossroads and mountain bends,
it may be necessary to broaden the low beam. This
LED layer-light technology has also been used

in YAK for the rear windows.
A genuine passion of Fioravanti for LED light-
ing has driven this technology to do everything
a traditional headlight can (but with substan-
tial advantages in terms of extra light capacity,
reduced size and fewer design constraints) in col-
laboration with Lumileds, a company owned
jointly by Philips and Hewlett Packard.

Above - the two lighting LED 
in the YAK 

Below - Giugiaro, with IDEA, was
strongly present at the Geneva Show
with the Peugeot Coupé RC 

The Lamborghini Murciéla shows
highly-improved visibility 
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the glass technology of 
Ita-lian processors such as 
Isoclima, following the sug-
gestions of the designers of
this Alfa prototype. The car
follows the trend for this class
of car which was started at
Frankfurt, especially by Saab, and which can be
considered the optimization of the relationship
between transparent area and direct safety of
vision wi-thout an excess of assisted electronics. 
The Giugiaro concept of all-round vision is also
clear in the Coupé RC by Peugeot as is the
Renault Shape created with the Stola style cen-
tre and Isoclima.

Bertone 
Following on from the creation of the Filo
prototype, from Geneva 2001 and Frankfurt,
and to celebrate 90 years in the design business,
Bertone presented a concentration of the most
up-to-date trends with the experimental design
of the Novanta, where the windscreen and
rear window are as vertical as possible but
completely wrap the side windows.
This glazing approach, better than that of the Filo
with its assisted electronics produced by Nokia,
aims to obtain all-round visibility with few opti-
cal problems. The roof can also be transparent with
a louvred solution. The glazing is by Socar,
Bertone’s internal glass pro-
cessing division.

TREND CONTINUATION
The continuation of the con-
cept that direct visibility is
much safer than electroni-
cally assisted visibility was
evident at Geneva. The new
Saab 93 appears to have
increased the transparent sur-
face area with two much more
feasible fixed roof windows
and a structurally better inte-
grated and well-designed rear

window, both well coordinated with the windscreen
and side windows. Apart from improved rear vi-
sibility, the two-panel sunroof solution gives
enhanced internal lighting. The model certain-
ly seems more industrially feasible.
The Saab Sportive 9-52 2.2TD  strongly shows
how this traditional company has embraced
direct safety visibility, even in its sports cars, as
a trend which is an important element in pene-
trating the market, in addition to stability and com-
fort. Japanese carmakers, at least for their
European markets, have had to accept the con-

The new Alfa Romeo
Brera by Giugiaro 

Mitsubishi new Pajero’s 
(in profile) transparent area has
completely changed 
in dimensions and shapes

Top left - Visibility is well achieved even
in the new Saab 9-5 2.2TD 

Bottom left - Even the Japanese
traditional Subaru in his hybrid HM-01
car shows a great increase of
transparent areas 
Below - Japanese Toyota is also
changing its attitude for improving
direct visibility
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cept of the symbiosis between more transparent
area-direct safety in contradiction with the com-
petitive concept of assisted electronic visibility-
driving safety, very present at the Tokyo Motor
Show. The change, or rather the compromise
in the Japanese approach could be seen at the
Geneva Show 2002 in nearly all the Japanese mod-
els. The most eye-catching and innovative mod-
els from Japan were as follows:
• Subaru: the hybrid HM-01 small car, despite

the big dashboard monitor related certainly to
assisted electronics for outside mirrors, has a
greatly increased transparent area with its
complete glazing solution from the wind-
shield-roof-rear window, an evident sign that
traditionalist Subaru has adopted direct safe-
ty glazing too.

• Toyota: Toyota Europe presented its innova-
tive model which, compared with the ES3
range, has been designed and created with a lar-
ger transparent surface featuring a wrapping
windscreen and transparent roof divided into
two zones, and the rear window wrapping the
side back windows, though still well inte-
grated (plastic) such as that of ES3 model.
The transparent roof, which provides natu-
rally lighting of the interior, and the simpler dash-
board instrumentation, characterize the evolution
of Toyota strategy for its cars in Europe.

Even the classic Mitsubishi Pajero seems to have
overcome its conservative past with the new
Pajero Evolution. In fact, among other inno-
vative technical components relative to moun-
tain power, its transparent area has certainly
increased and, above all, its shape is designed
and produced with the concept of more direct
visibility-more safety not only at the front
and the rear but also along the sides; the
evolved glazing of the new model is shown in
comparison with the classic model. 
Other innovative models again confirming the trend
of an increased transparent area providing more
direct visibility and better safety were: 
• Range Rover, with the PSW842 (BMW), which

seems to be trying to produce all-round visibility
with an equivalent design of the transparent sur-
face of the Mini Cooper. 

• The new Espace concept by Renault, which, as
always, heralds the next generation of mono-
volume vehicles, appears to carry forward the
‘new glazing renaissance’ started with the
Avantime and Vel Satis, with the transparent roof

more industrially feasible from the glass pro-
cessing point of view. 

• The Ulisse mono-volume by Fiat, in collabo-
ration with Peugeot, also seems to have evolved
with an increase of the transparent area and more
safety, following the concept already conso-
lidated by Renault. 

• The successful Citroen C3 can be a good exam-
ple of the increase in the transparent area, con-
ceived in the creative freedom of the early
explorative prototypes and carried down into
the definitive model, already on the market. The
design seems very successful, due to the match
between good direct visibility and internal
lighting, even through the rear window. A good
example of how the creative freedom of the pro-
totype can survive in the definitive form.

SPECIAL GLAZING 
ON INNOVATIVE CARS
The increase in the transparent area, especially
the large glazed roof, should require the use of
multifunctional glass for solar control and oth-
er solutions, including switchable glass (see
also the Mitsubishi GZ2). Two solutions are
worth mentioning:

Top - The switchable transparent 
roof of GZ2 Mitsubishi concept car
similar to the solution of Audi
Avantime realized by Isoclima in
Frankfurt Show 2001
Below - How a transparent roof 
can be realized in glass: 
Mercedes with its new E320 
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• the E320 by Mercedes, which tried again to
attenuate solar energy through the trans-
parent roof, mainly in the rear passenger
area by means of ceramic screen printing with
different spots or bands;

• the Volvo XC90, which reduces solar ener-
gy through the revival of the so-called ‘pri-
vacy glass’ well integrated in the rear and side
windows.

These examples also provide an indication of how
the Geneva Motor Show is becoming an an-
nual show for designers rather than an exhibition
of technical innovations, especially after the
decision to stop alternative European shows
such as that of Turin.

ITALIAN AUTOMOTIVE 
GLASS PROCESSORS
The Geneva Motor Show also confirmed that spe-
cial glazing for prototypes and small series pro-
duction has definitively moved into the hands of
advanced glazing processors rather than the
main glassmakers. This, within the sphere of
other R&D evolution, often drives proces-
sors to seek globally appropriate solutions,
or to invest in R&D in order to directly offer
designers the right solution for their needs, espe-
cially those resulting from market demand.
This conclusion may suggest that, often, the most
advanced technological solutions are, at least
initially, proposed and created by the proces-
sors as a logical consequence of their direct
involvement and collaboration with the design
companies rather than with the carmakers’
styling centres.
This may be seen as a logical consequence as
the carmakers’ styling centres rely more and more
on design companies and on the partners with
whom they develop prototypes.
This seems to be the case with the already
mentioned Italian processors who, even indirectly,
reported a successful presence in Geneva:
Isoclima: In addition to their special glazing
in the Lamborghini Murcielago, Giugiaro-
Alfa Romeo Brera and Giugiaro BM5185
(Stola Style Center) concept cars, two special
stands offered the chance to see Isoclima
armoured glazing on the Mercedes S600 Guard
and SL500 and the BMW Individual.
The top-of-the-range Mercedes Maybach, was
showcased at a very sophisticated stand
designed to also exalt the special glazing. 

The switchable glazing of the Mitsubishi GZ2,
exhibited at Tokyo 2001, could recall the
splendid equivalent Isoclima PDLC glazing
exhibited on the Audi Avantissimo at the
Frankfurt Show in 2001, considering the high-
ly advanced capabilities of multifunctional
glazing by Isoclima. 
Starglass: A processor who also operates in Italy,
already mentioned for the new Giugiaro small
hybrid car and the already mentioned  Peugeot
Coupé RC. As already indicated, the Star-
glass capability for prototype and small series
production mainly derives from its specially
shaped glazing.
Socar: As mentioned for the Bertone Novanta
concept car, Socar created special glazing,
mainly complex shaping, especially for Bertone’s
activities in designing and producing prototypes. 

AFTERMARKET INNOVATIONS
As already mentioned, the Geneva Show, in gen-
eral, does not give any particular information
on special multifunctional glazing in the field
of automotive parts. 
To complete the investigation, however, two
products are worth mentioning: 
• the hydrophobic coating introduced onto the after-

market with the Ombrello trademark by Trösch
Autoglass. The performance is equivalent to that
of Ritec and Crystalguard by Chemetal;

• the retrofitted polyester film produced by
Glasstint, Monaco, for solar energy reduction
offers a broad colour range to match car body-
work and internal trim colour schemes.■

* Consultant
MG CONSULT – ITALY

Colour retrofitted film of Glasstint
can be in competition with solar
control glazing


